NOTICE

QUOTATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT FOR 32 CCTV (INDOOR & OUTDOOR INCLUDING NIGHT VISION CAMERA) ETC.

Sealed quotations are invited in sealed cover from eligible vendor / agency for providing the Comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contract for 32 CCTV (Indoor & Outdoor including Night Vision Camera) and 02 DVR 16 Channel and one DVR 04 Channel, 2 Display 50” Plasma, Make LG, Standard Power Supply-06 and 3600 mtrs. Video and power cable.

The other terms and condition are as under:

1. Firm should be in business of undertaking the AMC of CCTV etc. for last five years.

2. Firm should have filed Income Tax Return for last three years.

3. Copies of the at least two CCTV AMC Contract awarded by the Central or State Govt.

4. Average turnover during the last two financial years not less than 02 Lakhs.

However, this office has right to modify/cancel any quotation without assigning any reason thereof. The sealed quotations may be submitted up to 04.30 p.m. of March 11, 2016.

(Dr. Inderjeet)
Principal
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